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Notification of New Cultivar Names

BGI would like to announce the following new cultivar names for new cultivars in the genus Brugmansia.

NEW CULTIVAR NAMES: Published September 28, 2004

Name, Hybridizer (H); Grower (G); Introduced by (I); Color; Year

- Afterglow- (H) JT Sessions; yellow; 2003
- Amber Rose- (H) Eric Knight; peach; 2001
- Ambrosia- (H) Susie French; (G) Nathaly Cheryl Peters; white; 2003
- American Pride- (H) Gloria Lessner; yellow; 2003
- Apricot Smoothie- (H) Eric Knight; (G) Bonnie Vaughn; white-apricot; 2003
- Audrey Hepburn- (H) Eric Knight; (G) Arlene Howard; white; 2002
- Audrey 0- (H) E. Matthews; (G) JT Sessions; (G) (I) Gloria Lessner; yellow; 2002
- Avalon- (G) Ludger Schneider; apricot
- Champagne Fizz- (H) Ludger Schneider; yellow; 2003
- Cherchez la Femme- (H) Holly April Harris; (G) Alice Harris; yellow; 2003
- Cherie Amour- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2002
- Christine- (H) Christine Rogers; yellow
- Cotton Candy- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2002
- Cupid's Blush- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2003
- Ember Glow- (H) JT Sessions; orange; 2002
- Friendship DK- (H) Ludger Schneider; pink; 2002
- Georgia Peach- (H) Eric Knight; peach; 2002
- Glow Worm- (H) Bonnie Vaughn; white; 2003
- Greenbank- (G) Alice Harris; white; 2003
- Iliana- (H) Gloria Lessner; white; 2003
- Janet Reno- (H) Eric Knight; yellow; 2002
- Little Moon- (H) Eric Knight; white; 2002
- Lollipop- (H) Ludger Schneider; yellow; 2003
- Lollipop's Sister- (H) Ludger Schneider; orange; 2003
- Moonbeam- (H) Eric Knight; white; 2002
- Mountain Maiden- (H) Teresa McLeod; yellow; 2003
- Mountain Magic- (H) Teresa McLeod; pink; 2003
- Mountain Majesty- (H) Teresa McLeod; pink; 2003
- Mountain Star- (H) Teresa McLeod; yellow; 2003
- Mountain Treasure- (H) Teresa McLeod; pink; 2003
- Mysti Morning- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2003
- Northern Lights- (H) Ludger Schneider; yellow; 2003
- Phantasm's Tears- (H) Holly April Harris; (G) Alice Harris; white; 2003
- Pink Floyd- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2002
- Pink Velvet - (H) JT Sessions; pink; 2004
- Satin Rose- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2003
- Shaman's Dream- (I) Loretta Sonby; peach; 2004
- Snow Queen- (H) Teresa McLeod; double white; 2003
- Southern Belle- (H) Eric Knight; (G) Brenda Delph; yellow; 2004
- Spring Peach- (H) Eric Knight; peach; 2002
- Star Dancer- (I) Jan Brown; white; 2003
- Strawberry Creme- (H) Eric Knight; pink; 2002
- Sunkissed- (H) Eric Knight; yellow; 2002
- Sweetheart- (H) Alice Harris; cream double; 2004
- Velvet Rose- (H) JT Sessions; pink; 2004

The publication of this listing of new cultivar names provides valuable information to both the public and the statutory authorities as to whether or not a name is already in use.

Photographs of these new hybrids may be seen on the BGI Website, http://www.brugmansia.us